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Abstract. Spreadsheet data are a valuable source of knowledge in data science
and business intelligence applications. However, most commonly, spreadsheets
are not accompanied by explicit semantics which are necessary for a machine
interpretation of their contents. Information accumulated in spreadsheets is often poorly structured and not standardized. Analysis of this tabular data requires
its preliminary extraction and transformation to a structured representation with
the subsequent recovering of the implicit semantics. In this paper, we consider a
conception of software for semantic interpretation of spreadsheet data in XLSX
format and the linked data generation in the form of RDF triplets. We suggest to
use DBpedia as a global taxonomy of concepts for understanding and conceptualizing the content of tables. A list of the main functions of this software is also
provided. Issues of the further software development are discussed.
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Introduction

Today, a large volume of arbitrary tables presented in the spreadsheet-like
formats (HTML, EXCEL and CSV) has been accumulated worldwide [8]. Arbitrary
tables are a valuable data source in business intelligence and data-driven research.
However, the information accumulated in them is often poorly structured and not
standardized. Typically, they are not accompanied by explicit semantics necessary
for machines to interpret their content in the same way as was intended by their
creator. In this paper we consider the problem of recovering implicit semantics of
tabular data content that had already been extracted and reduced to the canonical
(relational) form. This prob-lem is an important task in the field of Semantic Web.
We propose a conception of software for semantic interpretation of spreadsheets
presented in the XLSX format. The interpretation associates the table content with
external knowledge (concepts of global or subject taxonomies and
vocabularies). Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud [2] including global taxonomies
(e.g. DBpedia, Wikidata, YAGO, etc.) can be utilized as external vocabularies for
these purposes. Usually, due to tabular layout properties, the tabular data content
can be easily di-vided into sets of values, so that all values in each set belong to
___________________________________
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one unknown category. Each value from the set (hyponym) individually can be
associated with one or more categories (hyperonyms) from a certain global
taxonomy. Then, its environment (hyponym from its set) can be used to avoid
ambiguity. As a result, it helps to restore the category that most adequately describes
all values of the set.
We suggest to use DBpedia [4] as a global taxonomy of concepts for
understanding and conceptualizing the content of spreadsheets. DBpedia is one of
the most well-known and major projects aimed at extracting structured information
from data cre-ated as part of the Wikipedia project and publishing it in the form of
linked data sets.
Thus, the main result of the semantic interpretation is tabular data enriched with
references to DBpedia. This data is presented in the RDF (Resource Description
Framework) [12] format and describes concepts and relationships of a subject
do-main.
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Related Works

In the last two decades, methodological foundations of semantic interpretation of
the data extracted from spreadsheets have been actively developed. These
methods are intended to link table content with external domain concepts
(ontologies or global taxonomies) using the following methods: knowledge
(classes and relationships) automatically collected from the Web [21], automatic
annotation of natural science spreadsheets using a combination of structural
properties of the tables and external vocabularies [5], natural language processing,
including the named entity linking [3, 23, 24] and the word embedding [7], as well
as various general-purpose ontologies of Linked Open Data [6, 9-11, 13, 14] or
proprietary global taxonomy, Probase [22]. Basically, they rely on the analysis of
the natural language content of tables and their context, neglecting their layout and
style features. In practice, this is not enough. In particular, some information can be
conveyed by various fonts or colors.
Analysis of the up to date research in this area shows the absence of universal
li-braries and algorithms for transforming tabular data and interpreting their
content. Each approach has its own pros and cons; and usually solves some
particular prob-lems and processes only certain data sets. It is also important to
highlight that existing approaches mainly target programmers and focus on linking
the cell contents of the data block in a table. However, as a rule, table headers are
ignored or used only as an additional context in the semantic interpretation process.
This paper is aimed to elimi-nate these shortcomings.

3

Software Conception

We suggest a conception of software for the semantic interpretation of tables; this
interpretation is based on combining natural language processing techniques and
ex-ternal vocabularies. First of all, the extracted data items should be separated into
two types: numeric and non-numeric via the named entity recognition. Then data
items are linked with concepts (classes, instances, and properties) of an external
vocabulary. To

examine this approach we used DBpedia but it can be extended by other vocabularies
in the future.
Our implementation of this conception supports the following functionality:
•arbitrary table canonicalization – analyzing spreadsheets and its transforming from an arbitrary form to a canonical (relational) one by using TabbyXL
tool [19];
•canonical table preprocessing – tabular data cleansing and formatting in accordance with DBpedia naming conventions, and creating queries to DBpedia
in SPARQL language [17];
•canonical table interpretation – linking extracted data items of a table with
DBpedia classes, instances, and properties;
•linked data generation – RDF code generation for linked canonical table
cells.
In this paper, we consider table processing only with quantitative indicators that
describe different literal data values such as dates or numerical characteristics of an
object or its properties. For example, such tables very often reflect data of any measurements.
The four functions mentioned are implemented as separate interconnected modules
of web-based software. Next, we consider these functions in detail.
3.1

Arbitrary Table Canonicalization

The proposed semantic interpretation of tabular data is focused on processing only
canonical spreadsheets. Canonical tables are a formalized (unified) representation of
some subset of arbitrary spreadsheets [20]. The canonization (normalization) process
includes: a role analysis (extracting data units from tabular content and comparing
them with functional roles) and a structural analysis (restoring relationships between
tabular data units).
Thus, let us formally define the canonical table as a set of three columns:
CT = {DATA, RowHeading , ColumnHead ing },
where DATA is a data block that describes literal data values (named “entries”) belonging to the same datatype (e.g., numerical, textual, etc.); RowHeading is a set of
row labels of the category (left headers from a source arbitrary table); ColumnHeading is a set of column labels of the category (top headers from a source arbitrary table). RowHeading and ColumnHeading columns represent a block of categories that
describe data in DATA column. The values in cells for heading blocks can be separated by the “|” symbol to divide categories into subcategories. Thus, the canonicalized table denotes hierarchical relationships between categories (headings) in a source
arbitrary table.
The detailed description of obtaining canonical tables on the basis of analysis of
arbitrary spreadsheet tables in CSV and XLSX formats is presented in [16] and implemented in the TabbyXL tool [19].

3.2

Canonical Table Preprocessing

Preprocessing DATA, RowHeading and ColumnHeading column values in canonical
tables is carried out by:
• deleting various symbolic values except letters and numbers;
• discarding all characters after a dot, comma or semicolon for header columns;
• deciphering acronyms and removing other undefined abbreviations;
• identifying and removing measurement units, etc.
The normalization of table cell values in accordance with the requirements of
DBpedia global taxonomy is also carried out. Further, it is necessary to build correct
SPARQL queries. For example, if a cell value consists of several words, then there no
any characters between these words except a space or an underscore.
3.3

Canonical Table Interpretation

The semantic interpretation (linking) of canonical tables containing literal values is
carried out in two stages:
• annotating cells in DATA column (a data block);
• annotating cells in RowHeading and ColumnHeading columns (a heading
block).
All DATA column cell values contain only numerical values and are linked using
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Number entity (instance). In this case, no additional annotation is required.
Cells in RowHeading and ColumnHeading column contain string values that express some named entities, so the linking strategy for these cell values described bellow.
The main task of this linking strategy is to assign the corresponding reference
classes or entities (instances) from DBpedia global taxonomy to each RowHeading
and ColumnHeading column cell value. Herewith, we use DBpedia segments describing ontology classes: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> and specific resource (entities):
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/>. Each value in these cells is considered as one named
entity (mention). The algorithm for annotating a heading block in a canonical table
consists of four main steps (see Fig. 1):
Step 1. Searching and forming a set of candidate concepts (classes and instances)
for each cell value of RowHeading and ColumnHeading columns.
This step yields a formed set of candidate concepts: CL = {CL1 ,..., CLk } . Since each
header cell value can refer to multiple concepts from the set of candidates CL , it is
not enough to simply select the appropriate concept for mapping. To eliminate this
ambiguity, we propose two methods (see Step 2 and 3) to determine the similarity
between concepts from the set of candidates and header cell values.
Step 2. We suggest a string similarity method to rank the set of candidate concepts
CL . The most appropriate concept cli ∈ CL for the header cell value h j ∈ H (where

H is a set of RowHeading or ColumnHeading header values) is determined based on

the maximum similarity of the character set. The Levenshtein distance can be used for
this calculation: f LevDis (cli , h j ) .
Step 3. Use a similarity method for linking candidate concepts CL (linking similarity). The most appropriate concept for the header cell value is determined by
maximum amount of links with other concepts from sets of candidates found for all
other cell values in RowHeading and ColumnHeading columns: f LinkSim (cli1 , cl 2j ) .
Step 4. Aggregate estimates of methods to determine the most appropriate concept
f


from the set of candidates CL : f RankAgg = 1 − LevDis  + f LinkSim .
100


Thus, the concept with the highest estimate (rank) is selected as a reference concept from the set of candidates CL for linking with the current value of the header
cell.

Fig. 1. The algorithm for annotating a headers block of a canonical table.

3.4

Linked Data Generation

We developed a prototype of software for generating linked data in the RDF format
from the extracted and linked tabular data. It is designed to be a part of an end-to-end
process of the table understanding implemented by our software platform within the
TabbyDOC project [15, 18]. In this environment, it can be applied to the semantic
interpretation of tables with an arbitrary layout.
Thus, the final result of linking is RDF graph, where each node is a resource or a
literal, and each edge is a RDF triplet predicate. Moreover, each row of the annotated
canonical table represents a description of a single object (one RDF resource per cell),
where the concepts for cell values of RowHeading and ColumnHeading columns denote this object or its properties, and cell value of the DATA column is a quantitative
measure (a numerical characteristic of an object). An RDF triplet is also created by
default for all values of a DATA column. This triplet indicates the number entity:
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Number>.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a conception of software for semantic interpretation of
tables. The main purpose of this software is to link elements of data and heading

blocks of canonical spreadsheets in the XLSX format with the concepts (classes or
entities) of the external global DBpedia taxonomy. Annotation results are presented as
linked data documents in the RDF format. The main advantage of our approach for
the semantic interpretation of tables is that it can be applied to tables with an arbitrary
layout. Unlike other similar solutions, our approach is focused on recovering implicit
semantics not only for a data block but also for table headers.
The findings suggest that the proposed approach and software can be successfully
used in future for annotation of industrial safety inspection reports [1]. Effectiveness
evaluation of the semantic interpretation of spreadsheets for our software will be obtained for the Troy200 and Tango datasets. At the same time, TabbyXL experiment
results on precision and recall for some data sets are presented in [16].
We expect that the explained principles can be used for designing software for the
end-to-end semantic table interpretation in scientific and industrial data-intensive
applications.
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